nhow Berlin,
Europe’s first music hotel, is located right on the bank of the Spree
and at the epicentre of Berlin’s music, fashion and artistic scene.
The entire interior of the nhow Berlin was designed by none other
than New York’s Karim Rashid.
His visionary designs, and their implementation by star architect
Sergei Tchoban, form a perfect symbiosis. A work of art in its
own right, the nhow Berlin is a modern architectural and design
highlight of the capital.
It is where cosmopolitan business travellers mix with international
jet-setters and the members of popular bands. What all these
groups share is a love of music. A music manager on site, an
exclusive guitar room service, and a high-end sound studio
operated in conjunction with Berlin’s legendary Hansa Studios
and with a panoramic view of Berlin shout what other locations
barely dare whisper:

Let‘s rock it!

1st

MUSIC HOTEL

in Europe

A home for music and for you
304

Thanks to their spectacular design and excellent

rooms have a view of the Spree. The ultimate

technical facilities, each of our 304 rooms is a

experience is the 258 m² nhow Suite with its own

of pure
inspiration

source of inspiration and at the same time a perfect

110 m² terrace, which can also be booked as an

refuge from the hustle and bustle of the city.

event location. The technical facilities are also state

REFUGES

of the art. A high-quality audio system delivers
The nhow Berlin offers you a choice of three room

perfect sound. Mattresses with a depth of 30 cm

categories. These range from the Standard Room,

promise complete recuperation. The windows can

through the Superior Room to the Junior Suite.

be fully darkened for a deep and restful sleep.

An unusual feature of the rooms is that you can
choose from three colour schemes. 60% of the

Envy Bar
The 450 m² terrace right on the Spree with
a view of the Oberbaum Bridge is not the
only reason why our Envy Bar stands out. The
drinks concept is based upon cocktails and
an unusual selection of spirits, and is both as
unconventional and as colourful as the Envy
Bar‘s design.

Fabrics -

a restaurant as
inspiring as a
good beat
Emotive and always „just right“. Enjoy Franco-German
nouvelle cuisine of the highest quality, with food
carefully prepared to preserve all the goodness of the
ingredients and the natural flavour, and with a regional
touch. Soul & funk for palate and mind alike.

450

SQUARE METRES

of terrace on
the Spree

nhow Studios

24
H our

guitar room
service
The breathtaking view across the Spree and our innovative
technology combine to provide the perfect environment
for creativity and productivity in the nhow Studios. With
two recording studios, a recording booth and a large
lounge, the nhow Studios are perfectly equipped for
mixing, recording and events.
Record your company‘s song, or use the studios for
exclusive team-building and motivational events. The
studio team is available to provide professional support
and advice.
The nhow Berlin also offers a unique guitar room service,
around the clock. Guests can order a guitar or a keyboard
from our range together with the associated accessories,
including headphones, in their rooms at any time and
free of charge.

Welcome to
Conference 3.0

7

With seven different conference rooms

Berlin, the exclusivity of your event is

with ceiling heights of up to 4.6 metres,

guaranteed.

and Berlin‘s only conference room with

It goes without saying that the

a direct view of the Spree through

conference centre has its own entrance

floor-to-ceiling windows and direct

and generously dimensioned foyer, and

access to the terrace, we are able to

can accommodate car presentations

offer a spectacular and unique location

One particular feature of the largest

for your event.

conference room is the direct cable

CONFERENCE ROOMS

for unforgettable
events

link to the nhow Music Sound Floor
Up to 930 guests can be accommodated

in the crane house on the eighth

here over 964 square metres. Whether

storey. This enables press conferences,

you are planning a conference, party

panel discussions and concerts to be

or product presentation: at the nhow

recorded directly in the music studio.

Exclusive events
Germany‘s pulsating capital is the

make sure that your guests won‘t want

number-one location for unusual

to leave.

venues, original ideas, top catering and

A wide choice of rooms ensures the

creative music. The nhow Berlin is a

perfect setting for photo-shoots of

part of this movement, not only offering

every kind. In the heart of Berlin, and

unusual premises – whether generously

right on the Spree. You‘re looking for

dimensioned and impressive, or small

a special location for a special event?

and intimate – but also ensuring that

Choose the nhow Berlin as the location

your event is unforgettable.

for your next company event, incentive

Weddings, fashion shows, gala dinners:

or conference.

whatever you are planning, we help to

Damian Hirschberg · www.damian-hirschberg.com · Photo: Sebastian Schmidt

100
REASONS

Your event at
the nhow

2500

E X U B E R A N T FA N S

Feel the Vibe
Berlin is currently playing host to the most interesting
events and parties in Germany, Europe and beyond. The
nhow Berlin music and lifestyle hotel is the place to be,
whether for loud concerts and DJ nights, vernissages, or
parties on any scale.
Enjoy the music, art and fashion, and soak up the
exhilarating nhow feeling.

1 unforgettable
concert

The only constant
is change
The „Dynamic Space“ room design concept is an area in perpetual motion.
Paintings, sculptures, design objects and multimedia systems are arranged
to form exciting ensembles to suit the continually changing exhibitions and
events. You can also book the Gallery (280 m2) and the First Floor (630 m2)
including terrace (600 m2) exclusively for your events. Always in step with the
times, and above all, always different.

600

SQUARE METRES

of terrace on
the Spree

Spa
450

The nhow Berlin has a fitness area

of balm for
the soul

in which guests can complete their gym

SQUARE METRES

extending over two floors and 450 m²
routine or simply relax.
The fitness area boasts the latest
generation of Precor equipment, and
will restore your body and mind to their
proper rhythm.
Also available are a Finnish sauna,
biosauna, de luxe shower, steam bath,
and rest area.

www.nhow-hotels.com
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nhow Berlin | Stralauer Allee 3 | 10245 Berlin
T. +49 30 290 299 0 | F. +49 30 290 299 2000
berlin@nhow-hotels.com
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TXL airport
17 km – 35 min.
SXF/BER airport
17 km – 30 min.
Main railway station
8 km – 15 min.
Ostbahnhof railway station (ICE)
1,8 km – 5 min.
Local rail and underground stops
at Warschauer Strasse 300 m
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